
Billion Dollar Roundtable Minutes, May 8, 2018, Conference Call  

Chairman Rick Hughes convened the meeting on May 8, 2018, at 1:02 p.m. Central time. 

Quorum Present: AT&T, Bank of America, Comcast NBCUniversal, Cummins, Dell, Exelon, 
IBM, Johnson Controls, Johnson & Johnson, Kaiser Permanente, Kroger, Lear, Pacific Gas and 
Electric, Procter & Gamble, Wal-Mart Stores, Chairman Rick Hughes, President and CEO 
Sharon Patterson.  

Minutes: The Minutes of the April 10, 2018, conference call were forwarded to members in 
advance of the meeting. The Minutes were presented to the BDR Executive Committee for 
consent and approved.  

Financial Report: The Financial Report for the period of January 1, 2018, through April 30, 
2018, was forwarded to members in advance of the meeting. 

Key financials for the period included: 

• Total Income: $173,822.81  

• Total Expense: $44,629.53 

• Net Income: $132,193.28 

• Operating Account Balance: $521,486.17 

• BDR Book Account Balance: $33,272.19  

• Certificates of Deposit (2): $100,191.98 and $27,977.40 

  

The Financial Report was presented to the BDR Executive Committee in advance of the meeting 
for consent and approved.  

Presentations/Discussions 
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Rick Hughes advised that two guest speakers would be on the call. Johnathan Holifield, 
executive director of the White House Initiative of Historically Black Colleges and Universities 
(HBCUs), joined to offer an overview on the initiative. During the BDR’s April 10, 2018, 
conference call, members inquired about the status of the BDR’s involvement with the initiative. 
Sharon Patterson noted that after several years of direct support of the initiative the BDR is not 
currently involved, although individual BDR member companies have continued to participate.  
Patterson advised that there have been a number of changes to the White House Initiative on 
HBCUs, prompting the invitation for Holifield to address the conference call.  

Lamont Robinson, vice president of supplier diversity for Nielsen, a key supporter of the 
organization HeroZona, an Arizona-based veterans group that serves veteran-owned business 
enterprises, joined the call to discuss the organization’s HeroPreneur National Veteran Business 
Summit event in Phoenix in November 2018. During the BDR’s April 10, conference call, 
Patterson had introduced HeroZona to the membership and noted that the organization was 
seeking support from the BDR for its event. 

Holifield was joined on the call by Sedika Franklin, initiative’s associate director. Holifield told 
the BDR that the focus of the initiative is on enhancing the competitiveness of people and 
institutions served by HBCUs. Holifield said that helping HBCUs to improve their contributions 
to U.S. competitiveness will assist the nation in meeting the challenges of shared and enduring 
prosperity. Holifield stressed that the White House initiative is not an actual program and thus is 
sufficiently unencumbered by bureaucracy. Holifield noted that he is a member of the White 
House Domestic Policy Council, and the goal of the initiative is to embed HBCU contributions 
into broader policy initiatives in the push for jobs, opportunities and prosperity.  

Holifield went on to say that HBCUs need the support of corporate and other institutions to assist 
HBCUs in achieving their missions, and that he would welcome a role by the BDR in the spirit 
of a public-private partnership. Franklin noted that the initiative’s upcoming conference is 
planned for Sept. 16-19. Patterson advised that in the past the BDR has been supportive of the 
initiative, addressing the importance of entrepreneurship as a means for providing a career choice 
for HBCU students. Holifield said he would welcome the BDR continuing in such a role in 
working with HBCU students on entrepreneurship, but stressed that the initiative needs further 
assistance in connecting HBCU institutions with opportunities on a national scale. Hughes said 
the BDR would continue internal discussions on how the BDR can best work with the initiative.  
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Robinson next addressed the three-day 2018 HeroZona HeroPreneur National Veteran Business 
Summit. Robinson said the HeroZona event was established to help corporations like Nielsen 
find veteran-owned companies that were not specifically focused on the federal government and 
defense sector, such as in professional services. Robinson said the event is partnering with the 
National Veteran Business Development Council (NVBDC), an organization that certifies 
veteran owned businesses and is recognized by the BDR. Robinson said the partnership with 
NVBDC affords HeroZona a national platform for its event, noting that the state of Arizona is 
fully supportive. Robinson highlighted some of the summit’s activities, which include a business 
fair, as well as speakers such as “Shark Tank” entrepreneur Daymond John. In terms of possible 
BDR participation, Robinson said support from BDR member companies can come in various 
ways, including as attendees, sponsors, speakers or inviting owners of veteran businesses. 
Hughes told Robinson that the next step would be for the BDR to discuss the information further 
internally on how the BDR can best engage with HeroZona.  

Presentations/Discussions 

2018 Summit: Aurelio De Mendoza, senior vice president of Marketing & Strategic Alliances 
for American Meetings Inc., the vendor leading the planning and logistics for the 2018 BDR 
summit, offered an update on summit details, subbing for Raul Suarez-Rodriguez of CVS Health, 
the summit host. De Mendoza said the registration website for the summit on Aug. 21-22 in 
Providence, Rhode Island, has been launched at bdrsummit2018.com. De Mendoza reminded 
members that each BDR member company has five available invites it can register for the 
summit. American Meetings planner Colleen McQuone is the point of contact for registration. 
De Mendoza said American Meetings also is assisting in securing of sponsors for the summit, 
which is titled “Driving the Economic Impact of Supplier Diversity through Global 
Collaboration.  De Mendoza noted that the summit planning team is meeting biweekly and 
welcomes any suggestions for planning, including ideas and speakers related to the summit 
theme. Patterson noted that each BDR member company has received a registration code that it 
can forward to invitees for use.  

Strategic Plan Review 

Hughes led the Board in an update of items pertaining to the BDR Strategic Plan and its strategy 
planks.    
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Strategy 1 – Global Reach & BDR Triad/Tech Input: Reginald Layton of Johnson Controls, 
Global Reach Committee co-leader, reported that the BDR has been invited to participate in a 
video conference on supplier diversity best practices from Supply Nation, the certification 
organization in Australia. Layton said he and Patterson will participate in the conference, which 
is scheduled for the next month.  

Global Reach co-leader Beverly Jennings of Johnson & Johnson offered an update on the BDR 
Triad initiative for diverse-company growth and access to capital. Jennings said five BDR 
suppliers have signed up for the program for Latino businesses at Stanford University. Thus, 
Jennings said the BDR will be able to gain feedback from the suppliers as a means for potentially 
developing a formal BDR strategic alliance with the Stanford program.  

Strategy 2 – Broaden Supplier Diversity:  The report was tabled until the next conference call.     

Strategy 3 – Economic Impact: Leader Andy Butler of Procter & Gamble offered an update on 
the BDR’s Economic Impact Study, reporting that the committee has made much progress on its 
initiatives over the past month.  Butler reminded members that the Economic Impact Study has 
two focus areas for 2018. One is continuing to expand the quantitative input-output model 
developed in 2017 with the University of Washington, and the second is to articulate the story of 
the economic impact of supplier diversity to key BDR stakeholders in a more intentional way 
than in the past, notably to corporate leadership, industry influencers and ultimately consumers. 
Butler announced that the BDR has contracted with a creative agency at a budget of $20,000 to 
assist with telling the story of economic impact through creative campaign leading up to the 
2018 summit. Butler said the campaign is being formulated for launch prior to the summit. 
Butler said the vendor selected for the campaign through a vetting process is Quigley Simpson, a 
Los Angeles-based firm certified by Women’s Business Enterprise National Council (WBENC). 
The committee had also considered a proposal from Social Driver of Washington, D.C., and 
Butler said both proposals were excellent. Among deliverables, Butler said Quigley Simpson will 
create a strategic concept that the BDR can use going forward as well as video content and a paid 
media plan. Butler suggested inviting Quigley Simpson to present additional information to the 
Board during an upcoming conference call.  

Strategy 4 – Risk Management: The report was tabled until the next conference call.     

Strategy 5 – Leveraged Brand: The report was tabled until the next conference call.     

Strategy 6 – Build Diverse Supplier Capacity: Layton updated recent activity involving the 
BDR’s build-capacity initiative. Layton said the National Minority Supplier Development 
Council (NMSDC) has requested that BDR members participate in a panel discussion on 
supplier diversity best practices at the upcoming NMSDC Program Managers meeting during 
July 9-11 in Puerto Rico. Layton asked for volunteers of any Board members interested in 
participating.  
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Membership Committee: Committee leader Darlene Owens of Dell said one potential company, 
BMW, has been added to the long-term list of prospective members, and that BMW has 
requested an ambassador for mentoring. Owens asked for a volunteer to serve as the BMW 
ambassador. Owens also noted that prospective member companies will be invited to attend the 
2018 summit.  

 “Open Mike” Session: Jennings reported that her company Johnson & Johnson is honored to be 
named the No. 1 corporation among the Top 50 Companies for Diversity by DiversityInc.  In 
addition, Jennings said Johnson & Johnson has moved up from No. 38 to No. 12 in 
DiversityInc’s list for top companies in supplier diversity. Members congratulated Jennings on 
the honor, and Jennings noted the benefit of the BDR’s spirit of collaboration in the sharing of 
supplier diversity best practices.  
Adjournment 
  
The meeting adjourned at 2:55 p.m. Central time. 

Next Meeting 

The next BDR meeting is a conference call on Tuesday, June 12, 2018, from 1 p.m. to 2 p.m. 
Central time.  
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BDR Vision Statement  

Lead, influence, and shape supplier diversity excellence globally. 

Mission Statement 

The mission is to drive supplier diversity excellence through best practice sharing and thought 
leadership. 

BDR Meeting Information and Antitrust Guidance 

BDR promotes and shares best practices in supply chain diversity excellence.  BDR draws its 
Members from many industries. BDR is committed to conducting all of its activities and 
initiatives in full compliance with antitrust and competition laws and requires its Members to do 
the same.  BDR Members may not use BDR meetings or activities for any purpose inconsistent 
with antitrust and competition laws. The scope of business information shared or exchanged 
through BDR shall be limited to that reasonably necessary to allow BDR to achieve its objective 
of promoting supply chain diversity excellence.  No competitively sensitive information -- such 
as pricing, bid, cost, capacity, margin, and customer specific information -- should be required 
for BDR or its Members to pursue supply chain diversity excellence.  Accordingly, no such 
competitively sensitive information may be exchanged through BDR, or at any BDR meeting or 
function. Each Member should consult with his or her own company’s legal counsel as to the 
permissible scope of information sharing and other activities, and any questions or concerns 
should be raised with legal counsel as soon as possible.  If you believe that any discussion 
involves competitively sensitive topics or information that could change or limit any competitive 
position between Members, you should stop the conversation immediately and seek instruction 
from legal counsel. 
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